A positive Shift in the Public Acceptability of a Low-Carbon Energy Project After Implementation: The Case of a Hydrogen Fuel Station
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Abstract: Public acceptability of low-carbon energy projects is often measured with one-off polls. This implies that opinion-shifts over time are not always taken into consideration by decision makers relying on these polls. Observations have given the impression that public acceptability of energy projects increases after implementation. However, this positive shift over time has not yet been systematically studied and is not yet understood very well. This paper aims to fill this gap. Based on two psychological mechanisms, loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction, we hypothesize that specifically people who live in proximity of a risky low-carbon technology—a hydrogen fuel station (HFS) in this case—evaluate this technology as more positive after its implementation than before. We conducted a survey among Dutch citizen living nearby a HFS and indeed found a positive shift in the overall evaluation of HFS after implementation. We also found that the benefits weighed stronger and the risks weaker after the implementation. This shift did not occur for citizens living further away from the HFS. The perceived risks and benefits did not significantly change after implementation, neither for citizens living in proximity, nor for citizens living further away. The societal implications of the findings are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Low-carbon technologies are being stimulated by governments with the goal to reduce carbon emissions and the dreaded consequences of climate change. The successfulness of the introduction of these technologies depends, however, on many different factors, among which the evaluation of the technology by citizens, also called the public acceptability [1]. Even though citizens generally respond more favorably to sustainable technologies when they perceive more environmental benefits [1], citizens have been found to oppose sustainable technologies due to concerns about negative outcomes, such as safety risks [2,3]. As delays and cancelations are very costly in terms of public and private money, as well as in terms of reaching valuable carbon reductions, it is important to gain insight into the public acceptability of low-carbon technologies. Also from a democratic and ethical point of view, public acceptability should be weighed in the decision making on energy projects [4] and should therefore be known.

One challenge to relying on the public acceptability level of a technology is that it can change over time, and measurements taken at one time may not reflect measurements at a later time. This may cause policy decisions to be based on incorrect or incomplete information. As little insight is
available about when and why fluctuations occur, it has been argued that more longitudinal studies are needed [5]. Public acceptability can either increase or decrease at a specific moment in time. Studies on nuclear energy acceptability have shown that accidents (i.e. in Chernobyl and in Fukushima) lead to more negative evaluations of nuclear power over time [6–9]. Other studies on low-carbon technologies have suggested that average evaluations can become more positive after the implementation of the technology. A review of case studies on public acceptability of wind farms in the UK and the Netherlands [10] has for example found higher support for wind farms after implementation compared to before. Also, studies on wave or tidal energy technologies [11,12] have suggested that support increases after implementation, especially after some unexpected challenges have been tackled. While the negative change in nuclear energy evaluations due to accidents appears quite straightforward—through accidents people become more worried about the risks and therefore evaluate the technology overall as more negative—it is quite unclear why the average evaluation of a technology would become more positive once the technology is implemented.

In this paper, we study the effect of implementation on public acceptability. We discuss cognitive dissonance reduction and loss aversion as psychological mechanisms that can potentially explain why citizens would have a more positive overall evaluation of a low-carbon technology after its implementation than before. Cognitive dissonance reduction and loss aversion have been shown to take place in a variety of decision-making scenarios [13,14], but have not yet been considered as relevant for explaining over-time changes in technology evaluations by citizens. Furthermore, we will explore the distance-dependence of these psychological mechanisms based on the premise that nearby living citizens will more likely perceive negative outcomes for themselves and are therefore more likely to exhibit the psychological mechanisms under consideration than citizens living further away. While several studies [15–17] have looked into the direct effects of actual or self-reported distance on public acceptability, to the best of our knowledge, no study has considered the moderating effects of distance on time-dependent evaluations of technologies.

2. Theory and Hypotheses

An obvious reason for why people may change their evaluation of a technology over time is an increase in practical experience and knowledge, due to interaction with the technology or to media attention or targeted information campaigns [11,18,19]. Because of increased experience and knowledge levels, people may perceive different types or levels of risks and benefits, and therefore evaluate the technology as a whole differently. They may perhaps learn over time that the benefits are larger than initially expected and the risks lower, or the other way around. However, an increase in experience and knowledge usually does not happen specifically at the moment of the implementation, especially when the technology is not frequently used by the public directly after implementation and when there is limited media attention on the days surrounding the implementation. An increase in experience and knowledge would therefore not explain a shift in the evaluation of a technology specifically around its implementation.

Two alternative reasons for evaluation change around the implementation moment are loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction. First, loss aversion is a cognitive bias that concerns the stronger weighing of losses and the weaker weighing of gains of a change in the status quo [20,21]. When people are asked to evaluate a technology that is about to be implemented, this means that they are evaluating a change in status quo, which can trigger loss aversion. In contrast, when people are asked to evaluate a recently implemented technology in their living area, they are actually asked to evaluate something that is already the status quo, and loss aversion is less likely occur.

Second, cognitive dissonance is also a bias that manifests itself as a psychologically uncomfortable state resulting from having two cognitions (knowledge, belief, or opinions) that are not consistent with each other [14,22]. When people are asked to evaluate a recently implemented technology in their living area, they may have several beliefs that are at odds with each other; they may for example feel strongly attached to their living environment, while at the same time perceive risks resulting from the new technology. These conflicting beliefs may cause cognitive dissonance, which is experienced as an unpleasant state or feeling. Particularly important conflicting beliefs [14],
which both beliefs on safety and on the pleasantness of ones living environmental presumably are, can lead to strong dissonance. Research [14] has shown that this unpleasant state causes people to try to resolve the dissonance by either adding consonant or removing dissonant cognitions, or by changing the importance of consonant or dissonant cognitions. In the case of low-carbon technologies, cognitive dissonance might cause citizens to change their positive beliefs about their living environment in a neutral or negative way (and they might feel more willing to move away), or change their negative opinion about the technology into a more positive one so that they can be at ease again with their living environment. As this latter option has lower costs attached to it than the former one, the latter option may be more likely to occur. It may also be the case, that after implementation, people may lower their risk perception or decrease the importance of it, and/or increase the benefit perception or increase the importance of it.

Citizens will be most likely to exhibit cognitive dissonance reduction when they perceive serious negative outcomes for themselves because they then experience important dissonant beliefs that are in dire need of being resolved. Similarly, loss aversion will likely apply more strongly to personal losses than to other people’s losses. It may be expected that people living nearer to a technology are more likely to perceive negative outcomes for themselves, such as safety risks, which very likely will be very important losses to them. Therefore, both loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction will more likely take place among citizens living in proximity of the technology than among citizens living further away.

Focusing on safety risks and environmental benefits as probably the most salient losses and gains respectively of the introduction of a low-carbon technology for citizens, and assuming that no accidents occur, we can formulate the following hypotheses:

- Higher perceived safety risks are associated with a more negative overall evaluation of the technology for both the in-proximity group (H1a) and the further-away group (H1b)
- Higher perceived environmental benefits are associated with a more positive overall evaluation of the technology for both the in-proximity group (H2a) and the further-away group (H2b)

(we use the word ‘overall evaluation’ to indicate that we mean the evaluation of the hydrogen fuel station as a whole, to distinguish it from evaluations of the risks (called perceived risks) and the evaluation of the benefits (called perceived benefits). This overall evaluation is used to indicate public acceptability of the technology)

For citizens living in proximity of the implementation site, it is expected that there is a positive shift in the evaluation of the technology after implementation, meaning that these citizens will

- evaluate the perceived safety risks less negatively (H3a) and perceived environmental benefits more positively (H4a),
- evaluate the technology overall more positively (H5a), and
- weigh the perceived safety risks less strongly (H6a) and perceived environmental benefits more strongly (H7a) when judging the overall evaluation of the technology.

The effects presented under H3a until H7a are not expected to occur among citizens who live further away. For citizens who live further away of the implementation site, it is thus expected that there is no significant difference between before and after implementation in:

- the evaluation of the perceived safety risks and environmental benefits (H3b and H4b respectively),
- the overall evaluation of the technology (H5b), and
- the effect of perceived risks and benefits on the overall evaluation of the technology (H6b and H7b respectively)

Figure 1 depicts the hypotheses.
2.1. The Case: A Hydrogen Fuel Station in the Netherlands

The formulated hypotheses will be tested on the case of a hydrogen fuel station. Hydrogen can potentially replace fossil fuels as an environmentally-friendly and future-proof fuel for road transport [23]. Hydrogen can be produced from fossil fuels, but also from low-carbon sources such as electricity generated by wind or solar parks that is then used to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen vehicles that contain a fuel cell to convert hydrogen into electricity and an accompanying battery and electric engine do not emit gases other than water vapor and have no motor noise. Although battery-electric vehicles currently still have the upper hand in the market of low-carbon vehicles, the ongoing introduction of hydrogen technology in transport, such as in fuel stations, cars, buses, and trucks [24–29], suggests that hydrogen will get a considerable share in future transportation fuels. Furthermore, two important advantages that hydrogen-electric vehicles have over battery-electric vehicles are (1) that they have a higher energy storage capacity, and therefore a longer range, and (2) that they have faster charging time. If prices go down and hydrogen will be available in more places, these benefits could contribute to hydrogen vehicles attaining a considerable market share over time [23].

Like with other energy technologies, the risks of hydrogen fuel stations have been feared by citizens and have been a cause for objection. This was particularly the case for HFS projects that were situated close to where people live [3,17,30,31]. However, in one study performed in the UK [17], it was found that people living in the vicinity of a HFS expressed lower levels of opposition than people living somewhat further away. Cognitive dissonance reduction has been suggested as an explanation for this observation as nearby-living citizens might be “unwilling to acknowledge potential risks that they are exposed to” [17]. However, the study did not provide further evidence for this, and particularly also did not analyze differences between before and after implementation that could shed further light on this psychological mechanism and its time dependence.

The current paper focuses on the public acceptability of the first publicly accessible hydrogen fuel station of the Netherlands, which was placed in the city of Arnhem. For the production of hydrogen in this facility, biogas was purchased, and the technology could therefore be considered low-carbon. The HFS was annexed to an already existing fuel station, situated in an industrial area which borders a living area.

For several reasons, this case presents itself as a suitable case to test the presented hypotheses related to loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction. First, the HFS was rather close to people’s homes, which may have been reason for concern about personal outcomes of the station that are likely to trigger the hypothesized psychological effects. Second, no accidents had taken place that could have simultaneously affected the citizens’ evaluations of the HFS. Third, it was expected that citizens had not significantly gained relevant knowledge or practical experience around the time of
implementation, which could have interfered with the hypothesized effects. Indeed, except for two small news items on television and a regional newspaper [32,33], there was no considerable media coverage or public outcry. Due to the fact that hydrogen vehicles were not yet on the market and only one or two vehicles were initially available to refuel at the filling station, it was also very unlikely that citizens living nearby would have gained practical experience with the technology or with its effects (e.g. personal fueling experience, outcomes such as cleaner air, increased traffic flows, etc.). Therefore, for this case it is likely that knowledge increase or gained personal experiences could not have caused possible differences in the evaluation of the hydrogen fuel station. Prior to testing the above hypotheses, we tested whether there was indeed no difference in knowledge level between before and after implementation, and additionally whether there was no difference in the awareness of hydrogen as a fuel and awareness of the local hydrogen fuel station (H0).

3. Method

3.1. Data Collection Procedure

A pen-and-paper survey was set out amongst residents living near the hydrogen fuel station that was officially opened on 3 December 2010, in the city of Arnhem, in the Netherlands. The streets north of the HFS, up to 1400 meters of distance in a straight line, were targeted. The streets in which the questionnaires were distributed were quite close to the center of the town and had a mixed population of lower and higher income residents and a lot of students.

The focus of the study is specifically on the time shortly before and after the implementation, to capture the effect of implementation itself, rather than also the influence of wider societal events (i.e. specific accidents, strong media attention to related topics). Data were therefore collected within the 3 weeks preceding the official opening (the ‘before implementation’ group), and, as a result of the availability of research assistants, within the 5 months following the opening (the ‘after implementation’ group).

All households in the selected streets were approached. The households first received a letter that announced the research. The letter explained that citizens in Arnhem were specifically approached by the Delft University of Technology because a hydrogen fuel station would be or had been opened in their municipality on 3 December 2010. The name and address of the fuel station were mentioned to make sure that people were aware of the location of the HFS.

Each selected household was then visited by the principal researcher or one of the research assistants. Residents opening the door were asked whether one person in the household would be willing to complete a questionnaire related to the local hydrogen fuel station, preferably the one who’s birthday came up first (to ensure randomization within the households). When nobody was at home, the address was visited again up to two more times to see if somebody would be at home. Of the residents that were at home and able to understand Dutch, approximately two-thirds participated. When someone volunteered to fill in the questionnaire, the interviewer made an appointment for picking it up after completion, or in some cases gave a return envelope. Each respondent participated only once in the study, so each participant either filled in the questionnaire after or before implementation.

The research assistants and principal researcher logged home addresses and date of completion on separate sheets, together with the number assigned to the handed-out paper questionnaire, so that the distance between the home and the HFS and time of filling in (before or after implementation) could later be determined.

At the moment of the development of the study, there were no ethical procedures in place yet. Therefore, we asked and received ethical approval for the study in hindsight from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Delft University of Technology.

3.2. Sample

In total, 329 respondents filled in the questionnaire. After removing cases with missing items on key variables (HFS evaluation, perceived risks, perceived benefits, distance, before/after
implementation), 280 remained for further analyses. Of these, 172 filled in the questionnaire before implementation and 108 after implementation. The average age of the respondents was 41 years (SD = 13) and 52% were male. Sixty percent of the respondents had at least a bachelor’s degree. Distances in a straight line between the individual respondents’ addresses and the hydrogen fuel station were determined via Google Maps and ranged between 143 and 1400 meters (M = 521, SD = 317).

3.3. Measures

The questions in the questionnaire that are included in this study are formulated as follows.

**Awareness and knowledge.** We assessed awareness by asking “Did you know, before you received our letter or questionnaire, that hydrogen can be an alternative to petrol, diesel and LPG” and “Did you know, before you received our letter or questionnaire, that a hydrogen fuel station is going to be/has been placed in Arnhem?” (be or has been depending on whether the questionnaire was administered before or after implementation). We tested knowledge level with a nine-item test [15]. The test included five statements about the emissions of hydrogen vehicles and four about the chemical properties of hydrogen. The answer categories included true, false, and I don’t know. For each correct answer, one point was scored. The resulting scale ranged from 0 to 9 points.

**The overall evaluation of the hydrogen fuel station.** We assessed respondents’ evaluation of the hydrogen fuel station with four 5-point semantic differential scales following the question: “What do you think of the fact that a hydrogen fuel station is going to be/has been added [depending on whether questionnaire was administered before or after implementation] to the AVIA fuel station at the Van Oldenbarneveldstraat 9?": (a) I consider this a very bad idea (1)—a very good idea (5); (b) I find this a strong deterioration (1)—strong progression (5), (c) I find this useless (1)—very useful (5), (d) I find this not at all important (1)—very important (5). The average of the four items formed an index of evaluation, α = .90.

**Perceived safety risks.** Perceived risks of the station were measured with two items. The first question was “What are your expectations with respect to hydrogen fuel use instead of the current fossil fuels (benzene/diesel/LPG)?” The answer could range between 1 and 5: “I expect that hydrogen as a fuel is (1) very dangerous—(5) very safe.

The second question was “Can you indicate what your expectations are with respect to this specific fuel station?” Answer: “I expect that it will be (1) very dangerous—(5) very safe. The measurements were reverse-coded so that a higher score would mean more perceived risk. Then the items were averaged into one index, α = .70.

**Perceived environmental benefits.** The perceived environmental benefits were measured with four items. The first item asked “What are your expectations with respect to hydrogen fuel use instead of the current fossil fuels (benzene/diesel/LPG)?” Answer: “I expect that hydrogen as a fuel is (a) (1) much worse for the air quality—(5) much better for the air quality; (b) (1) much worse for the climate —(5) much better for the climate”; (c) (1) much worse for the environment—(5) much better for the environment. Then it was asked “Can you indicate what your expectations are with respect to this specific fuel station?”. Answer: “I expect that it will have (1) a very negative—(5) a very positive effect on the environment’. The average of the four items formed an index of environmental benefit perception, α = .83.

A factor analysis over the individual items showed that each item loaded on the factor that it was theoretically assigned to.

The questionnaire was designed for multiple studies and contained many more items than the ones reported here. The full questionnaire in Dutch can be retrieved from the first author. The questionnaire was also developed alongside another questionnaire [15], and is having an overlap in items.

3.4. Distance Groups

To be able to test the distance-dependent hypotheses, we split the sample into a ‘in-proximity’ group and a ‘further-away’ group. A study in the UK on HFS acceptability showed that within a 500-meter range, a considerable percentage of respondents, namely 45%, indicated to think that the
placing of a local hydrogen fuel station would directly affect themselves [17]. Presumably a much lower percentage of people living further away would feel personally affected. We therefore took, admittedly rather arbitrarily, 500 meters as a cutting point for dividing respondents into two distance groups. In the in-proximity group, 103 respondents filled in the questionnaire before the official opening of the HFS and 54 after the opening. In the further-away group, 69 filled in the questionnaire before opening and 54 after opening. See Table 1 for the number of participants in each quasi-experimental condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before Implementation</th>
<th>After Implementation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Living in proximity (&lt;500 meter)</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living further away (&gt;500 meter)</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine whether the four groups of this quasi-experimental design were similar in socio-demographic make-up, we compared the socio-demographic characteristics of the subgroups. A chi-square test showed that the differences in gender and education level did not significantly differ between groups. An ANOVA showed that age did significantly differ between groups. Pairwise comparisons between groups revealed that the in proximity - after group was significantly younger \( (M = 37; SD = 9) \) than both the in proximity-before group \( (M = 42, SD = 13; t(136.11) = 2.98, p = 0.003) \) and the further away - before group \( (M = 43, SD = 11; t(102.49) = 3.33, p = 0.001) \), while no other differences were found to be statistically significant. To test whether the socio-demographic factors, and particularly age, should be controlled for in the further analyses, we tested whether the socio-demographic variables correlated with the most important psychological variables in the further analyses, being perceived risks, perceived benefits and the overall evaluation of the technology. The findings showed no significant correlations between the variables of interest, which suggests that differences in socio-demographic variables did not significantly affect the results. Therefore, we decided not to control for any of the socio-demographic factors in the further analyses.

3.5. Analyses

The analyses were conducted separately for the in-proximity group and further-away group using regression analyses. The hypotheses relating to the overall evaluation as a dependent variable were tested with hierarchical regression analyses. In step 1, the direct effect of time (before versus after implementation dummy) was added to the regression analysis. In step 2, the direct effects of perceived safety risks and perceived environmental benefits were added. In step 3, the interaction effects of time with perceived risks and with perceived benefits were added. Prior to the analyses, the variables were mean-centered to avoid problems with multi-collinearity [34]. We found that the assumption of normal distributions of residuals was not completely met for the regression in the first step, but was met for the regressions in the second and third steps. For directional hypotheses, an alpha of .10 was used and for non-directional hypotheses an alpha of .05. Finally, the means of the psychological variables per quasi-experimental condition were inspected.

4. Results

A majority of the participants (81%) indicated to be aware that hydrogen can be an alternative to petrol, diesel and LPG. Only a third (33%; two missing items) indicated to be aware that a hydrogen fuel station was or had been constructed in Arnhem prior to being asked for participation in the study. The respondents had on average 4.19 of the nine items of the knowledge test correct \( (SD = 2.60; 17 \text{ missing items}) \). None of these findings were significantly different before and after implementation \( (t(276) = 0.75, p = 0.452; t(278) = 0.03, p = 0.973 \text{ and } t(261) = 1.56, p = 0.120 \text{ respectively}) \) and thus were not affected by the implementation (confirming H0). The knowledge level of the participants in this
study was a little bit lower than that of the participants of a national Dutch sample that completed a questionnaire with the same knowledge question around the same time [15]; those respondents scored 4.52 items out of the nine correct on average.

4.1. Analyses for Respondents Living in Proximity

First, we conducted all the analyses for the group living in proximity of the HFS (see Table 2). We expected that those living in proximity of the HFS would evaluate the perceived safety risks less negatively and the perceived environmental benefits more positively after implementation (H3a and H4a). The regression analyses explaining perceived risks and benefits show that time (before versus after implementation) did not significantly affect the perceived risks and perceived benefits for people living in proximity. Hypotheses 3a and 4a respectively are therefore not supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Regression analyses for respondents living in proximity.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent Variables:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time*perceived risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time*perceived benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Two-sided \( p \) values are reported. Numbers in bold have \( p \) values below \( \alpha \) of .10. \( n = 157 \). Time represents the before versus after implementation dummy.

We also expected that those living in proximity of the HFS would have a more positive evaluation of the technology after implementation as compared to before. The results of the hierarchical regression analysis in Table 2 shows that time indeed has a significantly positive effect on the overall evaluation, even when perceived risks and benefits and the interaction effects between time and perceived risks and benefits are controlled for. This means that hypothesis 5a is supported.

Furthermore, the hierarchical regression analysis explaining the overall evaluation shows that the perceived risks significantly negatively affect the overall evaluation, and the perceived benefits significantly positively affect the overall evaluation. This provides support for hypothesis 1a and 2a respectively. Finally, the analysis shows that the interactions of time with perceived risks and time with perceived benefits have a significant positive effect on the overall evaluation when controlled for the direct effects of the variables. A simple slope analysis shows that the effect of perceived risk on the overall evaluation is less negative after (\( \beta = -0.13 \)) than before implementation (\( \beta = -0.41 \)) while the effect of perceived benefit is more positive after implementation (\( \beta = 0.50 \)) than before implementation (\( \beta = 0.15 \); see also Figure 2). This confirms hypotheses 6a and 7a respectively.
4.2. Analyses for Respondents Living Further Away

Table 3 presents the regression analyses for respondents living further-away from the HFS. We expected for citizens living further away that there would be no significant effect of time (before versus after implementation) on the perceived risks and benefits. The results in Table 3 show that time indeed did not significantly affect the perceived risks and perceived benefits for people living further away, which is in line with hypotheses 3b and 4b.

The hierarchical regression analysis explaining the overall evaluation of the HFS (see Table 3) shows that the direct effect of time on the overall evaluation is not significant, neither when entered as a single predictor of the overall evaluation, nor when the perceived risks and benefits and the interaction effects between time and perceived risks and benefits are controlled for. This means that the overall evaluation of the HFS is not significantly different in the after than in the before-implementation subgroups and that hypothesis 5b is supported by the data. The analysis further shows that the perceived risks significantly negatively affect the overall evaluation, and the perceived benefits significantly positively affect the overall evaluation. Hypotheses 1b and 2b are thus also supported in the further-away subsample. Finally, the analysis shows that the interaction effects of time with perceived risks and with perceived benefits are not significant. This provides support for hypotheses 6b and 7b respectively.

Table 3. Regression analyses for respondents living further-away.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables:</th>
<th>Perceived Risks</th>
<th>Perceived Benefits</th>
<th>The Overall Evaluation of the HFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risks</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefits</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time*perceived risks</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time*perceived benefits</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Two-sided p values are reported. Numbers in bold have p values below α of .05. n = 123. Time represents before versus after implementation.

Figure 2. Single slopes of the effect of perceived risks (left) and perceived benefits (right) on the overall evaluation before (solid line) and after (dotted line) implementation.
4.3. Mean scores of the Psychological Variables

Inspecting the mean scores of the psychological variables for the in-proximity group, we see that the mean overall evaluation was 3.64 ($SD = 0.86$) before implementation and 3.91 ($SD = 0.76$) after-implementation (see also Figure 3). Both scores were above the midpoint of the scale, indicating a somewhat positive evaluation of the local HFS. For the combined in-proximity sample, as there was no significant difference between before and after implementation, the mean perceived risk was 2.67 ($SD = 0.75$) and the mean perceived benefit 4.23 ($SD = 0.62$), suggesting that people perceived somewhat low risks and considerably high benefits.

For the total ‘further-away’ sample, without differentiation between before and after implementation as these were not significantly different, we find first that the mean overall evaluation is 3.88 ($SD = 0.77$). This indicates an acceptability level that is significantly higher than what the in-proximity respondents experienced before implementation ($t(224) = -2.20$, $p = 0.029$), but similar to the level that ‘in-proximity’ respondents experienced after implementation ($t(175) = 0.25$, $p = 0.802$). This means that after implementation, the mean acceptability level of the in-proximity group rose to the level that the further-away group already had before implementation of the HFS (see also Figure 3). The mean score for perceived risks was 2.72 ($SD = 0.76$) and for perceived benefit 4.15 ($SD = 0.67$), which was quite similar to the means in the ‘in-proximity’ group ($t(278) = -0.59$, $p = 0.554$ and $t(278) = 1.12$, $p = 0.265$ respectively).

Appendix A shows the mean scores for each psychological measurement per distance and time group, and Appendix B shows the regressions of the overall evaluation on perceived risks and benefits for each distance and time group.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we argued that loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction are psychological mechanisms that can cause a more positive evaluation of a low-carbon technology after implementation, as compared to before implementation. In addition, we argued that they could lead to weaker weighing of perceived risks and stronger weighing of perceived benefits and to lower perceived risks and higher perceived benefits after the implementation. Finally, we argued that this would only happen among citizens living in proximity of the technology. These hypotheses were tested for the case of a hydrogen fuel station (HFS) with a between-subject design.

The findings largely supported the hypotheses. For those living in proximity of the HFS, the evaluation of the HFS was indeed more positive after implementation than before. In addition, in this distance group, the overall evaluation of the HFS was indeed also significantly less strongly influenced by perceived risks and significantly more strongly by perceived benefits after as compared to before implementation. As expected, these effects of implementation were not found for those living further away of the HFS location.
Different from what was expected, the perceived risks and benefits did not significantly differ between before and after implementation for those living in proximity of the HFS. Perhaps this finding is a result from the fact that we measured perceived risks and benefits in general and not for oneself. Possibly, loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction affect how people evaluate personal risks and benefits but not how they perceive the risks and benefits in general. There was also no effect of the implementation on perceived risks and benefits for the further away group, which was in line with our expectations.

In the current study, comparisons were made between respondents, using a repeated cross-sectional design, and not within respondents. The benefit of interviewing different respondents after implementation than before implementation is that the measurements taken after implementation are not influenced by the measurements taken before implementation. To complement the findings in the current study, however, also longitudinal studies with repeated measures per respondent can be conducted. Furthermore, experimental studies could show whether the found effects can be replicated in a more controlled environment, while qualitative research could further uncover differences in how people think about a technology before and after it is implemented and whether there are also other losses and gains that are affecting the difference in the overall evaluation before and after implementation.

This study relied on the assumption that people living in proximity of a technology perceived more negative outcomes for themselves than people further away, and we used the relatively random demarcation of 500 meters between ‘in proximity’ and ‘further away’. Future studies could study how perceived personal outcomes diminish with distance to the implementation site, at which distance exactly a positive shift in the overall evaluation no longer occurs, and whether people that perceive more personal risks are indeed more prone to exhibit a positive shift in evaluations than people that perceive less personal risks. In addition, in the current study, people perceived limited risk and did not openly express opposition; many people were even not aware of the implementation of the local hydrogen fuel station at the moment we asked them to participate in the study. This begs the question whether the findings also hold for the implementation of low-carbon technologies for which strong risks are perceived and/or against which people have protested at some point of time and people are well aware of ahead of time (as is often the case for nuclear or wind energy).

Kermer et al. [35] showed that affective forecasting error explains why people in general tend to weigh negative outcomes of an upcoming change in status quo more strongly than after the change has occurred; they showed that prior to a change in status quo, people tend to overestimate the hedonic impact (negative feelings) that they will experience when enduring losses. When the change has occurred, however, people have psychological ways to cope with the negative outcomes, such as by applying cognitive dissonance reduction. Because of that, they have less strong negative feelings about the outcomes than anticipated beforehand. As citizens are not aware that such coping mechanisms will take place later on, they are not anticipating it and thus do not correctly predict how they will feel about a change after it occurs. Future studies in the energy technology context could similarly ask citizens living in proximity of a low-carbon technology project before implementation about the effect that they expect to feel afterwards and compare this with the effect that they actually report to feel afterwards. Differences in anticipated and actual affect could then perhaps explain the differences in evaluations and could provide further insight into the involved psychological processes.

Notwithstanding the limitations, the presented quasi-experimental field study provided a good case for studying a shift in the evaluation of a technology due to loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction as other factors that could simultaneously affect citizens’ evaluation of the technology were absent (i.e. no increase in knowledge and personal experience), and a clear positive shift in the overall evaluation was discernible in the data for respondents living in proximity.

The current study also provides a good starting point for further research on the influence of loss aversion and cognitive dissonance on technology acceptability. For example, it would be interesting to assess the moderating effects of individual characteristics, type of technology, and situational and contextual factors (such as the possibility to move house or the level of control over
the technology), on the extent to which loss aversion and cognitive dissonance reduction affect people’s evaluation of a technology. Research could also be aimed at investigating how people can be inoculated [36] for the impact of cognitive biases on decision-making. This knowledge can be used for the design of ‘debiasing’ tools that empower the public to make well-informed and well-aware decisions.

6. Implications

It is important for society to have a better understanding of fluctuations in local public acceptability of new low-carbon technologies and underlying mechanisms, as it can contribute to more successful combating of climate change.

For decision makers in government and industry, it is important to know that peoples’ opinion about a technological project such as a HFS depends on when they are asked for their opinion (i.e. before or after implementation) and where they live (near or far). They should take such fluctuations into account in their policies. For example, when public acceptability would be important for permits it is good to realize that acceptability can increase after implementation among citizens living nearby.

Awareness of cognitive biases may also help citizens to make better decisions on whether to support or oppose low-carbon technologies such as hydrogen technology. In addition, the public debate might become fairer when opposition is fueled by conscious instead of unconscious cognitive processes [37]. Educational efforts can be targeted towards creating awareness of cognitive biases.

Our findings may sound very promising to those interested in introducing a low-carbon technology: Initial resistance among nearby living residents may weaken once the technology is in place. However, one should be careful not to discard the relevance of the initial resistance to a low-carbon technology. The uncertainty that people living in proximity experience when facing a new technology in their living environment should be responsibly responded to by policy makers and project owners. Information should be provided based on the information needs that citizens have, when and where they have them, rather than just based on what project-owners think citizens should know at specific locations and when they should know this [38]. This type of information provision requires dialogical interaction between developers and citizens over a longer period of time.

To conclude, policy makers, project developers, and citizens should be aware that public acceptability can change after implementation among citizens that live in-proximity of the technology. One-off polls that are not differentiated in time and location of citizens’ homes vis-a-vis the technology do not provide sufficient information for longer-term responsible decision making and communication about low-carbon energy projects.
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Appendix A

Table 1. Means and standard deviations per distance and time group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In-proximity Group</th>
<th>Further-away Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before Implementation</td>
<td>After Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 103</td>
<td>n = 54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Appendix B

Table 2. The overall evaluation of the HFS regressed on the perceived risks and perceived benefits per distance and time group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Citizens Living in Proximity</th>
<th>Citizens Living Further Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before Implementation</td>
<td>After Implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risks</td>
<td>−0.49 **</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefits</td>
<td>0.18 ***</td>
<td>0.60 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Two-sided p values are reported. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.
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